
 
 
 
 
 

28th October 2016 
 

Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
We hope you will agree that our first term at Prestonfield Nursery was great fun! We have had lots of 
new children settling in so well and making lots of new friends. Our Toys topic allowed for lots of fun 
play opportunities. We were thrilled to see so many of you at our Harvest Sing-a-Long on the last day 
of term. The children did a great job of learning songs, creating artwork and decorating biscuits, and 
we hope you enjoyed it as much as we did.  
 
Term Two has started with the opening of our Borrow-a-Book library. All of the information you need 
about how the library works is displayed in the cloakroom or on a letter in your child’s book bag. We 
look forward to hearing about all the books the children will be taking home to read with you!  
 
Here is some information about Term 2 at Prestonfield Nursery: 
 

 
We started this session by reading stories, singing songs, dressing up and creating 
artwork for our Spooky Dookin’ Party (31st Oct). The children will also learn about a 
variety of religious celebrations this term, such as Diwali, Hannukah and Christmas.  
 

Our main topic for this term is Space. We will be focussing on 3 main areas: the 
sun and the moon, stars and space travel. Our house corner will become a 
space ship and parts of our Nursery will be transformed into outer space!  
 
In Numeracy, we will be practising counting to ten and recognising our 
numerals. Our Space topic provides a great opportunity to explore time with 
the children (day and night, the seasons, days of the week) and towards 
Christmas we will be creating festive patterns.  

 
In Literacy, we will practise choosing our favourite story and saying why we like it so much. The 
children will be learning about the different parts of a book (title, front cover, picture etc.). As 
always, we are encouraging the children to recognise and write their own name.  
 
In Health and Wellbeing, we will be learning how to keep ourselves and others safe 
during Bonfire Night. Our World of Work week (14th-18th Nov) will raise children’s 
awareness of the great variety of jobs that there are out there as well as giving us 
opportunities to discuss people who help us-we might even get to climb inside a 
Fire Engine! We are exploring different travelling movements in PE, such as 
skipping, hopping and jumping. 
 
At the end of this term, you will be invited into the Nursery to see our Nativity performance.  

 
Pip, our Nursery teddy, has enjoyed his trips to different children’s houses. All of the children will get 
a turn to take Pip home and complete a page of his diary. We ask that when it is your child’s turn, 
please take good care of him and return him on the day noted in his Diary.  



 
We are looking to improve our outdoor space by adding a water wall, a Mud Kitchen and a collection 
of natural loose parts play materials. If you have any of the following items, please donate them to 
the Nursery: 

- Puddlesuits (or waterproof jackets and trousers), age 3-4 or age 5-6 
- Children’s gardening gloves 
- Pots and pans 
- Kitchen utensils 
- Guttering or plumbing pipes (U-bends etc.)  
- Cable ties 
- Rope, cargo nets, tarpaulin  
- Wood (planks, logs, sticks etc. – not too big!) 
- Any other natural materials the children may enjoy playing with (pebbles, shells, conkers, etc.) 

Your child is invited to come to Nursery on Monday 
31st October in a fancy dress costume (as long as it is 

not frightening for other children). We will be enjoying 
some party music, food and games.  

 
It would be helpful if you could send in one apple per 

child on the day.  Please let us know if we can help provide costumes 
or apples!

 Please make sure we have your up-to-date contact details (address, mobile phone numbers, 
emergency contact information) and let us know of any changes in your work and 
employment information so that we can ensure our records are up-to-date.  

 Please can we remind all families to bring something warm for your child 
to wear when enjoying playing in our lovely garden as the weather is often 
quite unpredictable! 

 On those rare sunny days, please ensure your child comes to Nursery with 
sun cream on and a hat for them to wear when outside.  

 Remember to write your child’s name on all clothing as this is so helpful 
and avoids any mix-ups with similar clothing.   

 Your child has a box just outside the Nursery where we may put letters or the children may 
put their lovely artwork. Please check and empty the box on a daily basis!  

 Please share any of your child’s out of school achievements with us so that we can celebrate 
their successes in Nursery. You can find some blank sheets hanging in the cloakroom!  

 
 
 
As always, thanks for all your continued help and support. 
 
All the Staff at Prestonfield Nursery 


